English
Letters:
 Looking at the layout of letters.
 Understanding why people write
letters.
 Writing our own letters linked to
our topic about Cambridge.
Grammar, punctuation and spelling:
 Recapping year 2 keywords.
 Learning Year 3 keywords,
spelling patterns and
Spellingshed.
 Homophones, prepositions, and
classifying verbs and nouns.
 Revising sentence punctuation.

Art & Design
Story writing:
 Reading good examples of stories.
 Exploring characterisation, scene setting, and
the parts of a story that make us
want to keep on Reading.
 Developing the skills for writing
extended stories, using good
examples as models.
 Reading as a class The Iron Man
and The Boy with the Bronze
Axe






Place value.
Mental methods for addition.
Mental methods for subtraction.
Using estimation to predict
answers.
 Checking answers using the
inverse.
 Solving addition and
subtraction problems.

Science
Forces and magnets – exploring how magnets
work and learning about how the poles repel
and attract each other.
Rocks and fossils – comparing igneous,
metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks, and
learning how fossils are formed.
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Design & Technology


 Recall 3, 4 and 8 times tables and use the



Painting palettes creating shade and texture
Focus on Giuseppe Arcimboldo and create
similar images using their imaginations.

Design & Technology: Textiles

Mathematics









Learn back, blanket and running stitch
materials.
Colour fabric.
Create weavings.

Computing




Geography



multiplication and division facts.
 TTRockstars
 Measuring length.
 Identifying right angles.

Modern

Languages

Esafety and using search engines
Typing skills
Designing using a draw package

Explorers in our city – understanding where
Cambridge is in the world using a range of
resources, and exploring local geography.
Describe and understand key aspects of human
geography, including types of settlement and
land use.

Music

French


Learning basic vocabulary for speaking and
singing
in French, e.g. colours, numbers, greetings.

 Responding to music using appropriate
vocabulary, e.g. pitch, beat, and tempo.
 Singing for our Winter Performance.

History
 Explorers in our city – a
local history project, using
timelines and children’s
own interests to stimulate
historical enquiry
(including an archaeology
day).
 Stone Age to Iron
Age– (including a
timeline history
dressing up day).

Physical





Education

Gymnastics
Dance
Outdoor Adventurous Activities
Throwing and catching

Religious



Education

Asking and answering “big
questions” to help children develop
RE skills.
Thinking about themselves and
people of different faiths.
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